
Sermon Advent 2 Year B 2020 

Isaiah 40:1-5, 9-11,  2 Peter 3:8-14, Mark 1.1-8 

I would like to start with a prayer the traditional collect for this day – bible Sunday. 

Blessed Lord, who hast caused all holy Scriptures to be written for our learning; grant 

that we may in such wise hear them, read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest them, that 

by patience, and comfort of thy holy word, we may embrace, and ever hold fast the 

blessed hope of everlasting life, which thou hast given us in our Saviour Jesus Christ. 

Amen. 

Mark starts his Gospel with the phrase Good News – I suspect some have grown tried 

with news it has seemed samey and not really good – though the advent of vaccines 

has perhaps changed this view if not our situation -  just yet! 

Though newspapers will not be on many shopping lists for Christmas.  Books still will 

be – alongside computer games of course.  What sort of books we like and what sort of 

games we like say a lot about who we are, where we are and what we hope for.  

I included computer games not because they’re on my Christmas list but because they 

can do for some, what books do for others.  Gaming has been a key source of 

inspiration and discovery for key scientific developments that can be called good news. 

A good book develops the mind and person and so can a good game.  

I was this last week fascinated by interviews with Demis Hassabis a british computer 

genius who started with an interest in chess (he gave up competing at world level at 

the old age of twelve) and went down the route of coding and gaming –“ deep blue” 
being his invention and much else in the world of Artificial Intelligence.  Creating 

computing that teaches itself (Artificial Intelligence) is unlocking an incredibly 

complicated science.  The interview reflected on the science behind proteins (a hitherto 

too complicated task to solve) and relevant to us for the folding of proteins, the covid 

virus and vaccine pathway.  I don’t understand it at all but it’s good news nevertheless.  

I understand much better how some young folk find in gaming not just a temporary 

escape from the world but a route to social interactions and a space the world doesn’t 
afford to them perhaps because they don’t fit into so-called norms. . Not so different 

from a specialist book club really. 

You may like a good book to take you out of your comfort and into a world of 

challenge.  You may like fiction or science fiction, history or nature because you wish 

to learn.  Whatever it is it says something about you – not just as you are, but where 

you may wish to be.  

To get the most out of a book we need to know what sort of book it is.  The history of 

the blues may not be about Southend United at all but a treatise on depression.  



Bible Sunday traditionally asks us to find out what sort of book the bible is – or better 

put what sort of books it contains for as I always say it is a library not a single volume 

at all. Song history, myth, poetry, geography, letters, it is all there.  Bible Sunday 

encourages us to use it as a Scientist might use AI to further their purpose.  

The Scriptures can further our purpose taking us out of this world and immediate 

situation but also into the very heart of it and ourselves, to see what always was but in 

a new way. 

St.Mark’s Gospel we have today, begins telling us there is good news not in a book 

but a person – Jesus Christ.  But this is not news in the sense of being new but what 

has always been coming in a way we might understand and by whom we might use 

our amazing capacities and freedoms (scientific political and otherwise) for the purpose 

intended.  St.John’s Gospel begins telling us about the Word of God being with God 

and being God from inception the very beginning.  That word is Logos – knowledge 

understanding truth not a script on paper or any media.  We do not worship a book but 

the living God who is all wisdom and knowledge.  The Logos is Christ 

Neither the Gospel of Mark or John has the Christmas stories that we celebrate in a 

nativity play -  that is left to Luke and Matthew.  But they both centre on a person who 

doesn’t bring Good News but is Good News.  

The bible through all its books tells us why we are made, who and what we are made 

for.  The how of science is a different question but the capacity to seek answers is of 

the essence of what we are and why we are.  The misuse of our amazing capacity and 

our freedom as made “ a little lower than angels” and “in the image of God” runs 
through the prophets, the history, the songs, and the rest of Holy Scripture.   

Isaiah, Jeremiah and John the Baptist may seem a long way from the power of 

computer science but they are not so far removed – for they are close to the Logos – 

the knowledge and wisdom of God yet they never seek to take his place.  Therein lies 

our desire to temper discovery with ethics. 

These Key biblical characters are in right relationship with God and relationship is 

everything.  It is behind all the law and the prophets.  Love of God and neighbour as 

self might seem a long way from the curiosity that drives the scientific quest but we 

cannot love God without loving everything deemed to be good.  We are taken to the 

beginning of the biblical story of creation – and he saw that it was good – that is all 

creation – whether seen with the finest microscope or most powerful telescope.  

In the bible story what should be a story of love all too often becomes the story of sin – 

of separation from the love that made us, and God and each other for whom we were 

made.  The bible is littered with characters who relate to self alone and displace God – 

it is the way of death not life. 



Artificial Intelligence has no soul – it relates to itself not the one who has made it nor 

anything around it except to achieve it’s own purpose only the human soul can bring 

right love and relationship to its power.   

Good books are all about relationship really, from the photograph album, to Dickens, 

Shakespeare, and on to seminal works of science.  Good books touch and engage our 

curiosity interests and life and take us to a new place of understanding be it fact or 

fiction.  Bad books and games pour a dangerous if sweet concrete into our boots and 

we stay where we are.  Good or bad depends not just on ability of author but intent.  

The author of life’s intent is love.  The one who creates and sees that it is good also 

intends everything to be used for good.  

The Good Book has an extraordinary capacity to touch us where we are and take us to 

where we were made to be, such is the power of the Holy Spirit behind the scribes of 

the scriptures.  Sometimes it is an uneasy mirror to the soul and companion on our 

journey.  No emotion no state is untouched but such points are never the conclusion 

but rather a new start whether that be weeping by the rivers in Babylon or falling 

asleep in Gethsemene.   

The Good News is that the author of life comes himself in ways we need not telescope 

or microscope to see, in service and love, in tears and joys, in bread and wine – the 

Word became flesh and dwelt amongst us.  

 


